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PowerVision Creates Web-based Billing System
for Motorola’s iKno Product

Motorola, Inc. needed a custom designed, web-based billing system to track cost and
revenue for its iKno product.  The system needed to be integrated to Motorola’s
current system, also in a developmental stage.  PowerVision was able to design and
develop such a system to meet Motorola’s needs.  The system is a dynamic web-based
product that is driven from the billing database PowerVision created.

The Need to Track Billing Information…

Motorola’s Content Services division created a new service product, iKno.  iKno is
the delivery of information services to pagers (i.e., Sports Updates).  Motorola
started to build a system to create these services and handle the operational aspects
of transmitting these services; however, the component to track service activity and
its associated revenue and cost was missing.

PowerVision was contracted by Motorola to design and implement a billing system
that could be accessed by distributed users.  The two main pieces of the billing
system were developing web-based screens for data input and maintenance, and
creating reports to bill clients, analyze profits and support management decision
making.

Motorola wanted a system that could be easily integrated with the system already in
development.

…Accomplished through a Web-based System

PowerVision played a major role in the analysis and design of the Billing System.
PowerVision strongly influenced Motorola’s decision to move the entire database to
Oracle8.  Motorola had already
selected Cold Fusion as the tool
for creating the web-based
screens.  PowerVision developed
Cold Fusion scripts for server-
side processing on Microsoft’s
Internet Information Server.
To expedite development,
PowerVision used Perl5 to
develop a suite of code
generators to produce Cold
Fusion modules for interacting
with the Oracle8 back-end
database.  For client-side
processing and validation of the
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data, PowerVision developed JavaScript modules to run within the client web-browser.
Additionally, PowerVision automatically generated the HTML help pages for each data
entry screen by passing a data dictionary extract from the ERwin/ERX data model
through a custom, Perl5, code generator.

ERwin is the database design tool that
PowerVision selected for quick and reliable
database design and creation.  The use of ERwin
also made reconciliation to the other system
database much easier.

PowerVision used Crystal Reports 6.0 to create
13 report templates to report on the monthly
accounting period activity.  Because these
reports needed to be available to distributed
users, PowerVision created a mechanism to view
and print the reports from one of the web-based
screens.  Through Visual C++, PowerVision
created a custom report runner engine to run
each report, convert the output to a PDF file,
and make the result available for download from
the server.

To reduce processing time at the report generation level, PowerVision created roll-
up tables in the billing database to store historical information.  Populated nightly
through complex stored procedures, these tables reduce the amount of detailed
historical data that needs to be stored in the database.

PowerVision successfully completed the
design and development of the Billing
System.  It recently passed the system-
testing phase and is currently being rolled
out throughout the Americas.
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